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A HIGHER STANDARD OF LED LIGHTING
Cavernous spaces have always presented a challenge to lighting design. Lighting fixtures that could produce a bright, evenly distributed light also
tended to be very costly to maintain and operate. ActiveLED’s High Bay Lighting Series are designed to provide you with plenty of clear illumination while saving 85% or more on your lighting energy bill and an additional 35% savings on your maintenance costs. It all comes down
to the science. The patented technologies ActiveLED has developed, allows us to create High Bay LED Fixtures that your facility can rely on
to last for nearly two decades.

ActiveREST™ DIMMING TECHNOLOGY
Fixtures may be ordered with a built-in Motion Sensor, allowing the fixture to be automatically dimmed
when full light levels are not required. This way lighting is on only where and when its needed. EXAMPLE - If dimmed to level 40 when no one is present, the fixture will be consuming less than 9% of the
total fixture Wattage.

ThermalDRAW™ HEAT MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY
This technology combines state-of-the-art methods of providing LEDs with the exact amount of needed power while drawing damaging
heat away from the core of the LED - providing the ideal environment for bright, long lasting LEDs.While the life-expectancy is 15-18 years,
the High Bay LED Lighting Series Fixtures come with a 10 year, No-Light-Loss, Performance Warranty and the option for an additional 2
year Extended Warranty.

Fixtures Feature LUM-INTENSE ™
The WP2 Series Wall Packs also feature LUM-INTENSE™, a new LED lighting luminaire technology that combines recent advancements in LED Modules, Drivers and Optics to punch an intense amount of light out of smaller LED fixtures. Designed to
give significantly more Lumens per Watt, this technology delivers more Foot-candles at Task Level while eliminating most glare
and light pollution often associated with many other styles of LED fixtures.

APPLICATIONS
Applications include: Gymnasiums, Pools, Warehouses, Manufacturing Facilities, Grocery Stores and Storage Areas.
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Product manufactured in Georgetown, Texas.
© 2017 ActiveLED, a division of Ringdale® Industries. Inc. ActiveLED reserves the right to change specifications
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* Also available in 20 Watts for smaller applications.

